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The Committee met to consider the following two artwork proposals for the University of Houston Stadium Parking Garage and Cougar Walk.

- Artwork presentation by Jim Isermann and MetaLab
- Artwork presentation by Liam Gillick

The Committee acted on the artist proposals as follows:

- Acceptance of Liam Gillick’s “Department of Keys” for a new location on campus and recommendations for this new located will be developed by Mike Guidry for review with the Committee. Mike Guidry will discuss the possibility with Liam of incorporating complementary pieces, such as hidden signage suggested by the artist in the final commissioned work.

- A recommendation to utilize Jim Isermann as the sole artist commissioned for the new football stadium project, if Jim is interested in this project.
  - Mike will discuss with the artist the proposed timeline and can contract with the artist when the art budget becomes available for this project, which will be known early February 2012.